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We address the physics implications of a precise determination of the weak charge of the proton, QW(p),
from a parity violating elastic electron proton scattering experiment to be performed at the Jefferson Labora-
tory. We present the standard model ~SM! expression for QW(p) including one-loop radiative corrections, and
discuss in detail the theoretical uncertainties and missing higher order QCD corrections. Owing to a fortuitous
cancellation, the value of QW(p) is suppressed in the SM, making it a unique place to look for physics beyond
the SM. Examples include extra neutral gauge bosons, supersymmetry, and leptoquarks. We argue that a
QW(p) measurement will provide an important complement to both high energy collider experiments and other
low energy electroweak measurements. The anticipated experimental precision requires the knowledge of the
O(as) corrections to the pure electroweak box contributions. We compute these contributions for QW(p), as
well as for the weak charges of heavy elements as determined from atomic parity violation.
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Precision tests continue to play an essential role in eluci-
dating the structure of the electroweak ~EW! interaction
@1–4#. Such tests include the complete high energy program
on top of the Z resonance at the e1e2 accelerators, the
CERN e1e2 collider LEP 1 and SLAC Linear Collider
~SLC!; precision measurements at LEP 2 and the Fermilab
pp¯ collider Tevatron; and deep inelastic scattering ~DIS! at
the DESY ep collider HERA @5#. Recent precision measure-
ments at lower energies, such as a determination of the muon
anomalous magnetic moment am @6# and of cross sections for
neutrino-nucleus DIS @7#, have shown deviations from the
standard model ~SM! expectations and generated some ex-
citement about possible signatures of new physics, although
theoretical uncertainties from the strong interaction presently
cloud the interpretation of the results @8–13#.
In this paper we focus on the prospective impact of a
precision low energy measurement of the weak charge of the
proton, QW(p), using parity violating ~PV! elastic ep scat-
tering. Such an experiment has recently been proposed @14#
and approved at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator
Facility ~JLab! using the Continuous Electron Beam Accel-
erator Facility ~CEBAF!. Historically, semileptonic neutral
current experiments have contributed substantially to our un-
derstanding of the EW interaction. In particular, the deep
inelastic eD asymmetry measurement at SLAC @15# in the
late 1970s played a crucial role in singling out the SM over
its alternatives at that time, and provided first measurements
of the effective PV electron-quark couplings, 2C1u2C1d and
2C2u2C2d ~defined in Sec. IV!. Subsequently, the latter
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muons from carbon at CERN @16#. Quasielastic and elastic
electron scattering, respectively, from 9Be at Mainz @17#
and 12C at MIT-Bates @18#, constrained the remaining linear
combinations. More recently, measurements of the elastic ep
and eD asymmetries at MIT-Bates @19# and JLab @20# have
been used to derive information on the neutral weak mag-
netic, electric, and axial vector form factors of the proton at
q2Þ0, and yielded a value for C2u2C2d @19#. Experiments
probing atomic PV ~APV! provided further precise informa-
tion on various linear combinations of the C1i @21–23#. On
the other hand, the neutral weak charge of the proton, pro-
portional to 2C1u1C1d , has never been measured.
In its own right, QW(p) is a fundamental property of the
proton, being the neutral current analog of the vector cou-
pling GV , which enters neutron and nuclear b decay. While
measurements of GV provide the most precise determination
of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ~CKM! matrix element
Vud , a precise determination of QW(p) may provide insight
into the SM and its possible extensions. Because the value of
the weak mixing angle sin2uW is numerically close to 1/4,
QW~p !5124 sin2uW ~1!
is suppressed in the SM ~see Sec. III!. This suppression is
characteristic for protons ~and electrons! but not neutrons,
and therefore it is absent in any other nucleus. As a conse-
quence, QW(p) is unusually sensitive to sin2uW and offers a
unique place to extract it at low momentum transfer. Doing
so will provide a test for the renormalization group evolution
~RGE! of sin2uW .
To put this statement in context, we note that the strong
coupling as is routinely subjected to analogous RGE tests,
whose results provide crucial evidence that QCD is the cor-
rect theory of strong interaction. As we discuss in Sec. III, a
precise measurement of QW(p)—along with the analogous©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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currently measured by the E-158 Collaboration at SLAC
@24#—will provide this important test for the EW sector of
the theory. An observed deviation of the running of sin2uW
from the SM prediction could signal the presence of new
physics, whereas agreement would place new constraints on
possible SM extensions. This test has taken on added interest
recently in light of the n-nucleus DIS results obtained by the
NuTeV Collaboration @7# which show a 3s deviation from
the SM prediction. In contrast, the most recent determination
of the weak charge of cesium, QW(Cs), obtained in an APV
experiment at Boulder @23#, agrees with the SM value for
this quantity and confirms the predicted SM running. How-
ever, the interpretation of both the cesium and NuTeV results
has been a subject of debate. For example, the extraction of
QW(Cs) from the experimental PV amplitude relies on intri-
cate atomic structure computations @25–32#, and the level of
agreement with the SM has varied significantly as additional
atomic structure effects have been incorporated in the calcu-
lations ~see Sec. II for a discussion!. Similarly, the NuTeV
discrepancy may result from previously unaccounted effects
in parton distribution functions @12,13#. At present, there are
no other determinations of sin2uW off the Z peak which have
comparable precision.
Our discussion of the physics of QW(p) is organized as
follows. In Sec. II, we review some general considerations of
the PV ep asymmetry and how QW(p) is extracted from it.
We argue that this will be a theoretically cleaner procedure
than the current extraction of QW(Cs) from APV. Section III
gives details of the SM prediction for QW(p), which pro-
vides the baseline for comparison with experiment. Section
IV is devoted to the prospective model independent con-
straints the new QW(p) experiment would generate. In Secs.
V and VI we analyze the sensitivity of QW(p) to extra neu-
tral gauge bosons, supersymmetry ~SUSY!, and leptoquarks
~LQs!. We summarize our conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. PARITY VIOLATING ep SCATTERING AND QWp
The PV ep asymmetry has the simple form @33#,
ALR5
sL2sR
sL1sR
52
GFQ2
4A2pa
@QW~p !1Fp~Q2,u!# , ~2!
where GF is the Fermi constant, Q2 is the momentum trans-
fer, and Fp is a form factor. At forward angles, one has Fp
5Q2B(Q2), where B(Q2) depends on the nucleon, electro-
magnetic ~EM!, and strangeness form factors. The present
program of PV ep scattering experiments—which involve
measurements @19,20,34,35# of ALR over a wide kinematic
range—is designed to determine Fp for forward angles at Q2
values as low as ;0.1 GeV2. The determination of QW(p)
involves an additional ALR measurement at Q2
;0.03 GeV2. Such a value of Q2 is optimal for separating
QW(p) from Fp with sufficient precision, while retaining
sufficient statistics ~note that ALR is itself proportional to
Q2). The E-158 experiment is being carried out at almost the
same value of Q2.01600An important feature of the asymmetry in Eq. ~2! is its
interpretability. Current conservation implies that QW(p) is
protected from large strong interaction corrections involving
the low energy structure of the proton. As we note in Sec. III,
residual strong interaction corrections involving, e.g., two
boson exchange box diagrams, are suppressed at Q250. Ef-
fects that depend on Q2 are included in Fp and will be con-
strained by the aforementioned program of experiments,
thereby eliminating the need for a first principles nucleon
structure calculation. Based on present and future measure-
ments, the extrapolation of Fp to Q250 is expected to in-
duce a 2% uncertainty and will thus be considered a part of
the experimental error budget.1
In this respect, the extraction of QW(p) from ALR is
complementary to the recent determination of QW(Cs) in
APV. The latter relies on an advanced atomic theory calcu-
lation of the small PV 6s→7s transition amplitude. Experi-
mentally, the transition amplitude has been measured @23# to
a relative precision of 0.35%. Subsequently, by measuring
the ratio of the off-diagonal hyperfine amplitude ~which is
known precisely @36#! to the tensor transition polarizability
@37#, it was possible to determine QW(Cs) with a combined
experimental and theoretical uncertainty of 0.6%. The result
differed by 2.3s from the SM prediction @4# for QW(Cs).
However, updating the corrections from the Breit interaction
@25–27# and to a lesser degree from the neutron distribution
@25,38# reduced the difference to only 1.0s , seemingly re-
moving the discrepancy. Subsequent calculations included
other large and previously underestimated contributions
~e.g., from QED radiative corrections!, some increasing @28–
30#, others decreasing @31,32# the deviation. The atomic
theory community now appears to agree on a 0.5% atomic
structure uncertainty for QW(Cs), and in what follows we
adopt the value
QW~Cs!5272.6960.48. ~3!
There is also a noteworthy but less precise determination in
Tl @21,22#, QW(Tl)52116.663.7.
A possible strategy for circumventing atomic theory un-
certainties is to measure APV for different atoms along an
isotope chain. Isotope ratios R are relatively insensitive to
details of the atomic structure and the attendant theoretical
uncertainties, making them attractive alternatives to the weak
charge of a single isotope as a new physics probe. As shown
in Ref. @2#, any shift in R from its SM value due to new
physics would be dominated by the change in QW(p), as the
effects on R of new physics corrections to the weak charge
of the neutron, QW(n), are suppressed. Moreover, R re-
ceives important contributions from changes in the neutron
distribution along the isotope chain @38–41#. At present, the
corresponding nuclear structure uncertainties seem larger
than needed to make R a useful probe of new physics effects
1In practice, this extrapolation can be implemented using chiral
perturbation theory. Present and future measurements will deter-
mine all the relevant low energy constants.6-2
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out nuclear structure complications.
Given the suppression of QW(p) in the SM tree level
expression ~1!, a 4% measurement would provide a theoreti-
cally clean probe of new physics with a sensitivity compa-
rable to that achieved by a 0.5% total error in QW(Cs), but
with entirely different systematical and theoretical uncertain-
ties. Note, however, that measurements of ALR and single
isotope APV are complementary as they probe different com-
binations of the C1i . For example, in contrast to the weak
charges of heavy elements, QW(p) depends significantly on
the oblique parameter T, introduced in Ref. @42#.
III. QWp IN THE STANDARD MODEL
At tree level in the SM, QW(p) is given by Eq. ~1!. In-
cluding radiative corrections one can write
QW~p !5@rNC1De#@124sin2uˆ W~0 !1De8#
1hWW1hZZ1hgZ . ~4!
The parameter rNC511Dr @43# renormalizes the ratio of
neutral to charged current interaction strengths at low ener-
gies, and is evaluated including higher order QCD @44–47#
and EW @48–50# corrections. We also include relatively
small electron vertex and external leg corrections, which are
corrections to the axial-vector Zee and gee couplings, re-
spectively @51#,
De52
a
2p , De852
a
3p ~124s
ˆ
2!F lnS M Z2
me
2 D 1 16G . ~5!
The latter, which corresponds to the anapole moment of the
electron, depends on the choice of EW gauge and is not by
itself a physical observable @52#. The purely weak box con-
tributions are given by @51,53#
hWW5
7aˆ
4psˆ 2
, hZZ5
aˆ
4psˆ 2cˆ 2
S 94 25sˆ 2D ~124sˆ 218sˆ 4!,
~6!
where aˆ [aˆ (M Z) and sˆ 2[12cˆ 2[sin2uˆW(MZ) are the modi-
fied minimal subtraction (MS) renormalized QED coupling
and the weak mixing angle at the Z scale, respectively. Nu-
merically, the WW box amplitude generates an important
26% correction to QW(p), while the ZZ box effect about
3%.
These diagrams are dominated by intermediate states hav-
ing p2;O(M W ,Z2 ). The corresponding QCD corrections are,
thus, perturbative and can be evaluated by relying on the
operator product expansion ~OPE!. At short distances, the
product of weak currents entering the hadronic side of the
box graphs is equivalent to a series of local operators whose
Wilson coefficients can be evaluated by matching with a free
field theory calculation. Because the weak ~axial! vector cur-
rent is ~partially! conserved, the resulting operators have no01600anomalous dimensions. Consequently, the perturbative QCD
~PQCD! contributions introduce no large logarithms.
In order to evaluate the O(as) corrections to these graphs,
we follow Ref. @54# where analogous corrections for neutron
b decay are computed. For the WW box graphs, we have the
amplitude
iMWW5iS g2A2 D
4E d4k
~2p!4e
¯~K8!gn~12g5!
3kgm~12g5!e~K !Tmn~k ! 1k2
1
~k22M W
2 !2
, ~7!
where
Tmn~k !5E d4xe2ikx^p8uTJm1~0 !Jn2~x !up&, ~8!
with Jm
6(x) being the charge changing weak currents. Since
the loop integral is infrared finite and is dominated by inter-
mediate states having k;M W , we have dropped all depen-
dence on me and the electron momenta K and K8. The error
introduced by this approximation is of order (Ee /M W)2
;0.02% for the kinematics of the planned experiment, and
is negligible for our purposes. A little algebra allows us to
rewrite Eq. ~7! as
iMWW52iS g2A2 D
4E d4k
~2p!4e
¯~K8!@kngm1kmgn2gmnk
1iemnalglg5ka#~12g5!e~K !Tmn~k !
1
k2
3
1
~k22M W
2 !2
. ~9!
The terms proportional to kmTmn and knTmn are protected
from large PQCD corrections by symmetry considerations.
This feature may be seen by observing that
knTmn5E d4x~ i]ne2ikx!^p8uTJm1~0 !Jn2~x !up&
5iE d4xe2ikxd~x0!^p8u@Jm1~0 !,J02~x !#up&
2iE d4xe2ikx^p8uTJm1~0 !]nJn2~x !up& ~10!
after integration by parts. The divergence ]nJn
2(x) vanishes
in the chiral limit, and in keeping with the high-momentum
dominance of the integral, may be safely neglected. On the
other hand, the equal time commutator gives
24i^p8uJm
3 (0)up&, where Jm3 5q¯ Lgmt3qL and q5(u ,d).
Note that the commutator term results from the
SU(2)L3U(1)Y symmetry of the theory, so it is not affected
by QCD corrections.6-3
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m and emnalTmn cannot be
related to equal time commutators and, thus, involve bona
fide short distance operator products. In the OPE, the leading
local operator appearing in Tm
m is just Jm3 , whereas for the
antisymmetric part, one has the isoscalar current, Jm
I50
5q¯ LgmqL . The leading PQCD contributions to the corre-
sponding Wilson coefficients have been worked out in Refs.
@54–56#. For both Tmm and emnalTmn , the correction factor is
12as(k2)/p . Since the loop integrals are dominated by k2
;M W
2
, one may approximate the impact on iMWW by fac-
toring 12as(M W2 )/p out of the corresponding parts of the
integral in Eq. ~9!. The error associated with this approxima-
tion is of order as
2 and is devoid of any large logarithms. The
resulting expression for the WW box contribution to QW(p)
is
hWW5
aˆ
4psˆ 2
F215S 12 as~M W2 !p D G , ~11!
where the first term inside the square brackets arises from the
equal time commutator. Numerically, the O(as) term yields
an ’23% correction to hWW , for an ’20.7% correction
to QW(p). Higher order PQCD corrections should be an or-
der of magnitude smaller, so the error in QW(p) associated
with truncation at O(as) is well below the expected experi-
mental uncertainty.
The calculation of PQCD corrections to hZZ follows
along similar lines. In this case, however, all equal time com-
mutators vanish, so that the entire integral carries a 1
2as(M Z2)/p correction factor. The resulting shift in QW(p)
is 20.1%, and higher order PQCD effects are negligible.
For both hWW and hZZ contributions from lower loop mo-
menta (k2!M W2 ) are associated with non-perturbative QCD
effects. Such contributions, however, carry explicit
(p/M W ,Z)2 suppression factors, where p is an external mo-
mentum or mass. Taking p;Ee;1 GeV implies that these
non-perturbative contributions are suppressed by at least a
few 31024, so we may safely neglect them here. A similar
conclusion applies to matrix elements of higher order opera-
tors in the OPE analysis of Tmn given above.
As a corollary, we have also computed the analogous cor-
rection to QW(n). Again, the ZZ box contribution receives
an overall factor, 12as(M Z2)/p , while for the WW box we
obtain
hWW
(n) 5
aˆ
4psˆ 2
F2214S 12 as~M W2 !p D G . ~12!
Notice that the sum of Eqs. ~11! and ~12! is also corrected by
an overall factor, 12as(M W2 )/p , as is expected from an
isoscalar combination where no equal time commutator
should be involved. The resulting shifts in the SM predic-
tions for QW(Cs) and QW(Tl) are 20.07 and 20.11, respec-
tively, or 10.1%.
In contrast, the gZ box contribution,01600hgZ5
5aˆ
2p ~124s
ˆ
2!F lnS M Z2L2 D 1CgZ~L!G , ~13!
contains some sensitivity to the low momentum regime. The
scale L;O(1 GeV) appearing here denotes a hadronic cut-
off associated with the transition between short and long dis-
tance contributions to the loop integral. The former are cal-
culable and are dominated by the large logarithm ln MZ
2/L2.
At present, however, one cannot compute long distance con-
tributions from first principles in QCD. Consequently, we
parametrize them by the constant CgZ(L), whose L depen-
dence must cancel that associated with the short distance
logarithm. We note that a similar situation arises in radiative
corrections to GV in neutron and nuclear b decay, where the
gW box diagram contains a short distance logarithm and a
presently uncalculable long distance term CgW(L).
In the case of QW(p), the uncertainty associated with
CgZ(L) is suppressed by the (124sˆ 2) prefactor2 in Eq. ~13!.
This factor arises from the sum of box and crossed-box dia-
grams, leading to an antisymmetric product of the lepton EM
and weak neutral currents @2,51#. Since the resulting leptonic
part of the box amplitude must be axial vector in character,
only the vector part of the weak neutral current of the elec-
tron enters which is proportional to 124sˆ 2. This result is
quite general and independent of the hadronic part of the
diagram. To estimate this uncertainty numerically, we follow
Ref. @57# setting L5mr and CgZ(mr)53/261, which trans-
lates into a 60.65% uncertainty in QW(p). The central value
for CgZ(mr) is obtained from a free quark calculation. A
more detailed analysis, taking into account contributions
from intermediate excited states of the proton, is likely to
shift CgZ , but we do not expect the change to be consider-
ably larger than the estimated uncertainty. In any case, in-
creasing the error bar on CgZ by a factor of 5 would still
imply an uncertainty in QW(p) below the expected experi-
mental error. For comparison, we note that a change in the
value of CgW(L) of similar magnitude would substantially
affect the extraction of uVudu2 from light quark b decays,
causing the first row of the CKM matrix to deviate from
unitarity by several standard deviations. Since the dynamics
entering CgZ and CgW are similar, it appears unlikely that the
uncertainty in CgZ could differ significantly from 61.
The remaining hadronic contribution to QW(p) arises
from the low energy weak mixing angle sin2uˆW(0), which is
the EW analog of the EM coupling aˆ . The latter is measured
very precisely in the Thomson limit (q250), but hadronic
contributions induce a sizable uncertainty for large q2, and
most importantly for q25M Z
2 @58#. Conversely, sˆ 2 is mea-
sured precisely at the Z pole, but hadronic loops induce an
uncertainty for q250, which is correlated but not identical
to the one in aˆ . Note that effects due to q2Þ0 are already
taken into account experimentally via the Q2 expansion and
extrapolation of Fp ~see Sec. II!. One can then define
2Additional contributions arise that are not suppressed by this fac-
tor, but are negligible because they go as (Ee /M Z)2.6-4
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(5)
1
a
p H ~124sˆ 2!12 F(, lnS M Z2m,2 D S 11 3a4p D
1
135a
32p G2F7cˆ 24 1 124G lnS M Z2M W2 D 1 sˆ 26 2 718J ,
~14!
where the sum is over the charged leptons, and we find, for
the hadronic contribution,
Dkhad
(5)5~7.9060.0560.06!31023, ~15!
inducing a 0.4% uncertainty in QW(p). The first error in Eq.
~15! is correlated with the uncertainty in Daˆ had(5)(M Z2) @59#.
The second error is from the conversion of Dkhad
(5) which
induces an uncertainty from the flavor separation of the
e1e2 annihilation and t decay data. This updates the value
in Ref. @57#, Dkhad(5)5(7.9660.58)31023. Note that the un-
certainty in Dkhad
(5) is also related to the vacuum polarization
uncertainty @10,11# in am . These correlations should be
properly treated in global analyzes of precision data. With
sˆ 250.231 1260.000 15 from a SM fit to all current data,
Eqs. ~4! and ~14! yield
sin2uˆ W~0 !50.238 0760.000 17,
QW~p !50.071660.0006, ~16!
where the uncertainty in the prediction for QW(p) is from the
input parameters and dominated by the error in sˆ 2. The latter
will decrease significantly in the future @60#. Taken together,
the hadronic effects arising from Dkhad
(5) and the box graphs
combine to give a theoretical uncertainty of 0.8%.
The QWEAK experiment @14# seeks to perform the most
precise determination of the weak mixing angle off the Z
pole. For example, a 4% determination DQW(p)560.0029
@14# ~assuming a 2.8% statistical plus 2.8% systematic plus
0.8% theoretical error! would yield an uncertainty
Dsin2uˆ W~0 !567.231024. ~17!
While the precise definition of sin2uˆW(0) is scheme depen-
dent, this quantity is nonetheless useful for comparing differ-
ent low energy experiments. Furthermore, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, the q2 evolution from the Z pole as predicted by the
SM,
sin2uˆ W~0 !2sˆ 250.006 9460.000 74, ~18!
could be established with more than 9 standard deviations.
For comparison, the cleanest test of PQCD can be obtained
by contrasting the t lepton lifetime with the hadronic Z de-
cay width: when interpreted as the RGE evolution of as from
mt to M Z , the result of the latest analysis @61# corresponds
to an 11s effect.01600Before proceeding, we comment on one additional pos-
sible source of hadronic effects in QW(p): isospin admix-
tures in the proton wave function. The SM value quoted
above implicitly assumes that the proton is an exact eigen-
state of isospin. The EM and weak neutral vector currents for
light quarks can then be decomposed according to their isos-
pin content,
Jm
EM5 (
q5u ,d
Qqq¯gmq5JmI511JmI50 , ~19!
Jm
NC522 (
q5u ,d
C1qq¯gmq
522~C1u2C1d!Jm
I5126~C1u1C1d!Jm
I50
, ~20!
where the C1q are defined in Eq. ~26!. For the purpose of this
discussion, we neglect contributions from strange quarks,
which are effectively contained in Fp term in Eq. ~2!. To the
extent to which the nucleon is a pure I51/2 isospin eigen-
state, one has F1
p(0) I515F1p(0) I5051/2, where the F1p(0) I
are the Dirac form factors associated with the proton matrix
elements of the Jm
I
. In principle, these form factor relations
receive small corrections due to isospin breaking light quark
mass differences (muÞmd) and EM effects. However, con-
FIG. 1. Calculated running of the weak mixing angle in the SM,
defined in the (MS) renormalization scheme ~the dashed line indi-
cates the reduced slope typical for the minimal supersymmetric
standard model!. Shown are the results from APV ~Cs and Tl!,
NuTeV, and the Z pole. QWEAK and E 158 refer to the future
QW(p) and QW(e) measurements and have arbitrarily chosen ver-
tical locations.6-5
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To see this, assume that the proton state contains a small,
O(e), admixture of an I8Þ1/2 state
up&5A12e2u1/2,1/2&1euI8,I38&, ~21!
where, for the purpose of this illustration, we drop explicit
O(e2) terms involving the uI8,I38& state. At q250, the
charges J0
I are equivalent to the operators Iˆ3 and 12 1ˆ . Since
these operators cannot connect states of different total isos-
pin, one has
F1
p~0 !I515 12 ~12e2!1e2I38 , ~22!
F1
p~0 !I505 12 . ~23!
Since the proton charge is 15F1
p(0) I511F1p(0) I50, one
must have I3851/2, so that there are no corrections to F1
p(0) I
through O(e2). Thus, one has to this order for the neutral
current Dirac form factor,
QW~p ![F1p~0 !NC522~2C1u1C1d!, ~24!
which is the same result obtained in the absence of any isos-
pin impurities. Similar arguments prevent the appearance of
any higher order terms in e .
IV. FOUR-FERMI OPERATORS AND MODEL
INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS
Before considering the consequences for particular mod-
els of new physics, it is instructive to consider the model
independent implications of a 4%QW(p) measurement. The
low energy effective electron-quark Lagrangian of the form
A(e)3V(q) is given by
L5L SMPV 1L NEWPV , ~25!
where
L SMPV 52
GF
A2
e¯gmg5e(
q
C1qq¯gmq , ~26!
L NEWPV 5
g2
4L2e
¯gmg5e(f hV
q q¯gmq , ~27!
and where g, L , and hV
q are, respectively, the coupling con-
stant, the mass scale, and effective coefficients associated
with the new physics.3 The latter are in general of order
unity; the explicit factor of 4 arises from the projection op-
erators on left and right ~or vector and axial-vector! chiral
fermions. In the same normalization, the SM coefficients
take the values ~see Ref. @4#! C1u/2520.094 2960.000 11
and C1d/2510.1707060.00007 for up and down quarks,
3The couplings C2q are defined as in Eq. ~26! with g5 appearing
between the quark fields instead of the electron fields.01600respectively, where we included the QCD corrections ob-
tained in Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, and where the uncertainties are
from the SM inputs. We find
QWp ~SM!522~2C1u1C1d!50.071660.0006. ~28!
A 4% measurement of QW(p) would thus test new physics
scales up to
L
g ’
1
~A2GFuDQWp u!
1/2’4.6 TeV. ~29!
The sensitivity to non-perturbative theories ~such as techni-
color, models of composite fermions, or other strong cou-
pling dynamics! with g;2p could even reach L’29 TeV.
As another example, for extra Z8 bosons from simple models
based on grand unified theories ~GUT!, one expects g
;0.45, so that one can study such bosons ~with unit charges!
up to masses M Z8’2.1 TeV. Z8 bosons are predicted in
many extensions of the SM ranging from the more classical
GUT and technicolor models to SUSY and string theories.
We discuss the sensitivity of QW(p) to Z8 bosons, as well as
other scenarios, in the subsequent sections.
In Fig. 2 we plot the present constraints on DC1u and
DC1d , the shifts in the C1q caused by new physics. They are
derived from QW(Cs) @23#, as well as the MIT-Bates 12C
@18# and SLAC deuterium @15# parity violation measure-
ments. As long as DC1u and DC1d are almost perfectly cor-
related, the result is an elongated ellipse. The impact of the
proposed QW(p) measurement is indicated by the smaller
FIG. 2. Present and prospective 90% C.L. constraints on new
physics contributions to the eq couplings C1u and C1d . The larger
ellipse represents the present constraints, derived from APV in Cs
@23#, and polarized electron scattering at MIT-Bates @18# and SLAC
@15#. The smaller ellipse indicates the constraints after the inclusion
of the QW(p) measurement, assuming that the central experimental
value coincides with the SM prediction.6-6
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space will be possible because QW(p) probes a very different
linear combination than the existing data.
In the next two sections we turn to specific extensions of
the SM, of which there are many, and focus on three particu-
larly well motivated types: gauge bosons, SUSY, and LQs. In
doing so, we emphasize on the complementarity of the PV
Moller asymmetry measured by the SLAC-E-158 experiment
@24# which has comparable anticipated precision and ~as a
purely leptonic observable! has a clean theoretical interpre-
tation. Some new physics scenarios appear more strongly in
the semileptonic channel than in the purely leptonic channel
and vice versa. The complementarity of the two measure-
ments is advantageous in attempting to distinguish among
various new physics scenarios and is summarized in Fig. 3.
V. EXTRA NEUTRAL GAUGE INTERACTIONS
The introduction of neutral gauge symmetries beyond
those associated with the photon and the Z boson have long
been considered as one of the best motivated extensions of
the SM. Such U(1)8 symmetries are predicted in most GUTs
and appear copiously in superstring theories. In the context
of SUSY, they do not spoil the approximate gauge coupling
unification predicted by the simplest and most economic sce-
narios. Moreover, in many SUSY models @though not the
simplest SO(10) ones#, the enhanced U(1)8 gauge symme-
try forbids an elementary bilinear Higgs m term, while al-
lowing an effective m to be generated at the scale of U(1)8
breaking without introducing cosmological problems @62#. In
various string motivated models of radiative breaking, this
scale is comparable to the EW scale ~i.e., &1 TeV) @62,63#,
thereby providing a solution @64# to the m problem @65# and
enhancing the prospects that a Z8 could be in reach in col-
lider experiments or seen indirectly in the precision EW data.
An extra U(1)8 symmetry could also explain proton stabil-
ity, which is not automatic in supersymmetric models, or it
FIG. 3. Comparison of anticipated errors for QW(p) and QW(e)
with deviations from the SM expected from various extensions and
allowed ~at 95% C.L.! by fits to existing data. Note that the two
measurements are highly complementary. They would shift in a
strongly correlated manner due to SUSY loops or a ~1 TeV! Z8 and
thus together they could result in evidence for such new physics. In
the case of RPV SUSY, the two measurements are somewhat anti-
correlated. Finally, only QW(p) is sensitive to LQs, while QW(e)
would serve as a control.01600could solve both the proton lifetime puzzle and the m prob-
lem simultaneously @66#.
From a phenomenological standpoint, direct searches at
the Tevatron @67# have as yet yielded no evidence4 for the
existence of an extra neutral Z8 boson associated with the
U(1)8, providing instead only lower bounds of about 600
GeV ~depending on the precise nature of the Z8). This im-
plies a hierarchy of an order of magnitude between the Z and
Z8 masses. Recently, using approximately flat directions in
moduli space, it was shown that such a hierarchy can arise
naturally in SUSY models @69#.
On the other hand, several indirect effects could be attrib-
uted to a Z8. The Z line shape fit at LEP @70# yields a sig-
nificantly larger value for the hadronic peak cross section
shad
0 than is predicted in the SM. This implies, for example,
that the effective number of massless neutrinos, Nn , is
2.98660.007, which is 2s lower than the SM prediction,
Nn53. As a consequence, the Z pole data currently favors
Z8 scenarios with a small amount of Z –Z8 mixing (sin u
Þ0) @71# which mimics a negative contribution to the invis-
ible Z decay width. The result by the NuTeV Collaboration
@7# can be brought into better agreement when one allows a
Z8, especially when family non-universal couplings are as-
sumed @71,72#.
To analyze the impact of a Z8 on QW(p), we employ Eq.
~27! with L5M Z8 and g5gZ85A5/3 sin uWAlgZ @73#,
where l51 in the simplest models. gZ
25A32GFM Z
2 is the
SM coupling constant for the ordinary Z. Consider the Abe-
lian subgroups of the E6 GUT group,
E6→SO~10!3U~1 !c→SU~5 !3U~1 !x3U~1 !c
→SU~3 !C3SU~2 !L3U~1 !Y3U~1 !x3U~1 !c .
The most general Z8 boson from E6 can be written as the
linear combination @71#
Z8;2cos a cos b Zx1sin a cos b ZY2sin b Zc . ~30!
Considerations of gauge anomaly cancellation as well as the
proton lifetime and m problems in SUSY models mentioned
earlier, also favor a Z8 of that type @66#. The assignment of
SM fermions to representations of SO(10) implies that Zc
has only axial-vector couplings and can generate no PV e f
interactions of the type in Eq. ~27!, whereas the Zx generates
only PV ed and ee interactions of this type. Moreover, un-
like in most other classes of models, the contributions to the
weak charges of the proton and the electron would have
equal magnitude. Thus, should QW(p) show a deviation
from the SM prediction, a comparison with QW(e) would be
a powerful tool to discriminate between Z8 and other SM
extensions. This statement is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the
sensitivities of QW(p) and QW(e) are contrasted.
If Z8 were detected at the Tevatron or the CERN Large
Hadron Collider ~LHC!, it would be important to constrain
4See, however, Ref. @68# which reports a 2s deficit in the highest
mass bin of the leptonic forward-backward asymmetry seen by the
Collider Detector at Fermilab ~CDF! Collaboration.6-7
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discovery, while sin u is mainly constrained by LEP 1. The
U(1)8 charges and the couplings to quarks and leptons, how-
ever, are best determined by low energy precision measure-
ments. Currently, the best fit values are a520.821.2
11.4
, b
51.020.8
10.4
, and sin u50.001020.0006
10.0012
, obtained for l51 and
M Z851 TeV. In this case, QW(p)50.0747 is predicted, i.e.,
a 1.1s effect. The impact of the QWEAK measurement
would be to reduce the allowed region of the parameters a
and b by ;30%.
VI. SUPERSYMMETRY AND LEPTOQUARKS
As in the case of extended gauge symmetry, the theoreti-
cal motivation for supersymmetric extensions of the SM is
strong. SUSY is a prediction of superstring theories; and if
the SUSY breaking scale is at the EW scale, it stabilizes the
latter and is consistent with coupling unification. Conversely,
minimal SUSY introduces a new set of issues, including the
scale of the m parameter mentioned above and the presence
of 105 parameters @74,75# in the soft SUSY breaking La-
grangian. In order to be predictive, additional theoretical
constraints must be invoked, such as those provided by
gauge, gravity, or anomaly mediated SUSY breaking models.
The phenomenological evidence for SUSY thus far is sparse,
though hints exist. For example, the neutralino is a natural
candidate for cold dark matter, and the possible deviation of
am points suggestively toward SUSY. Since, in the end, the
experiment will determine what form of SUSY ~if any! is
applicable to EW phenomena, it is of interest to discuss the
prospective implications of a QW(p) measurement for this
scenario.
While baryon number B and lepton number L are exact
symmetries of the SM, they are not automatically conserved
in the minimal supersymmetric standard model ~MSSM!. In
order to avoid proton decay, B and L conservation—in the
guise of R parity conservation—is often imposed by hand. In
this case, every MSSM vertex contains an even number of
superpartners, and the effects of SUSY appear in QW(p)
only via loops, such as those shown in Fig. 4. Recently, such
FIG. 4. Representative examples of SUSY loop corrections to
QW(p). Shown are corrections from ~a! charginos and sneutrinos;
~b! sleptons contributing to g –Z mixing @Dsin2uˆW(0)SUSY#; and ~c!
a box graph containing neutralinos, sleptons, and squarks.01600loop corrections to a variety of low and medium energy pre-
cision observables were computed in Refs. @76–78#. These
analyses were completed without invoking any assumptions
about the mechanism for soft SUSY breaking. The implica-
tions of charged current data for the SUSY spectrum appear
to conflict with those derived from typical models for SUSY
breaking mediation @76#. This conflict may be alleviated by
allowing for R parity violation ~RPV! @3#, though doing so
would eliminate the lightest neutralino as a dark matter can-
didate. From this perspective, independent low energy
probes of the MSSM spectrum take on added importance.
A measurement of QW(p), when considered in tandem
with QW(e) and QW(Cs), could provide such a probe. The
MSSM loop corrections to the weak charges can be analyzed
efficiently by modifying Eq. ~4!,
QW~p !5@rNC1De1DrSUSY#@124sin2uˆ W~0 !1De8#
1hWW1hZZ1hgZ1lSUSY ,
sin2uˆ W~0 !5sin2uˆ W~0 !SM1D sin2uˆ W~0 !SUSY , ~31!
where sin2uˆW(0)SM is the SM prediction given in Eq. ~14! and
Dsin2uˆW(0)SUSY is the correction induced by SUSY loops.5
All SUSY box graph contributions, as well as non-universal
vertex and external leg corrections, are contained in lSUSY .
Flavor-independent corrections are given by DrSUSY and
D sin2uˆW(0)SUSY .
The effects of SUSY loops on QW(p) and QW(e) are
dominated by D sin2uˆW(0)SUSY , because present bounds on
the T parameter from precision data @4# limit the magnitude
of DrSUSY . Moreover, box graph contributions are numeri-
cally small, while cancellations reduce the impact of vertex
and external leg corrections. Consequently, the shifts in the
proton and electron weak charges are similar over nearly all
allowed SUSY parameter space. This is in contrast to
QW(Cs) due to canceling the corrections to u and d quark
weak charges. Thus, should the QWEAK and SLAC E-158
experiments observe a correlated deviation, and should
QW(Cs) remain in agreement with the SM, the MSSM would
be a favored explanation compared to many other scenarios.
The situation changes considerably in the presence of
RPV effects. The most general gauge invariant, renormaliz-
able RPV extension of the MSSM is generated by the super-
potential @79#
WRPV5
1
2 l i jkL
iL je¯k1l i jk8 L
iQ jd¯ k1 12 l i jk9 u
¯
id¯ jd¯ k1m i8LiHu ,
~32!
where Li and Qi denote the left-handed lepton and quark
doublet superfields, respectively; the barred quantities denote
the right-handed singlet superfields; Hu is the hypercharge
Y51 Higgs superfield; and the indices indicate generations.
The bulk of studies of WRPV have been phenomenological
5In the notation of Ref. @77#, D sin2uˆW(0)SUSY54sˆ 2dkPVsusy .6-8
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time, which generally forbids the B violating l9 terms unless
all other (L violating! terms in WRPV vanish. Consequently,
we restrict our attention to l i jk9 50 and, for simplicity, we
also set m i850. When inserted into the amplitudes of Fig. 5,
the remaining interactions in Eq. ~32! generate corrections in
terms of the quantities D i jk( f˜) and D i jk8 ( f˜), where, for ex-
ample,
D12k~e˜R
k !5
ul12ku2
4A2GFM e˜Rk
2 , ~33!
with e˜R
k being the exchanged slepton, and where the D i jk8 ( f˜)
are defined similarly by replacing l i jk→l i jk8 . One obtains
tree level contributions to QW(p) such as those shown in
Fig. 5. Similar corrections affect other EW observables, such
as QW(e), QW(Cs), and GV . Specifically @3#,
DQW~p !/QW~p !’S 2124sin2uWD @22lxD12k~e˜Rk !
12D11k8 ~d˜R
k !2D1 j18 ~q˜ L
j !# , ~34!
DQW~e !/QW~e !’2S 4124sin2uWDlxD12k~e˜Rk !,
~35!
FIG. 5. Representative examples of tree level SUSY corections
in the case of RPV. Shown are ~a! a contribution to m decay which
affects QW(p) through a modification of GF and sin2uW , and ~b!
squark exchange.01600where lx5sˆ 2cˆ 2/(122sˆ 2)’0.33. In contrast to MSSM loop
effects, QW(p) and QW(e) display complementary sensitivi-
ties to RPV effects. To illustrate, we consider a multi-
parameter fit to precision data, allowing D12k , D11k8 , D1 j18 ,
and D21k8 to be non-zero. The results imply that the possible
shifts in QW(p) and QW(e) have opposite relative signs over
nearly all the presently allowed parameter space. We find
that shifts of the order DQW(p)/QW(p);10% are allowed
at the 95% C.L. Thus, a comparison of QW(p) and QW(e)
could help distinguish between the versions of SUSY with
and without RPV.
The effects of l8Þ0 are similar to those generated by
scalar LQs. While RPV SUSY provides a natural context
in which to discuss the latter, vector LQs arise naturally
in various GUT models @81,82#. Assuming
SU(3)C3SU(2)L3U(1)Y invariance one obtains the La-
grangian @83#
L5h2Lu¯,R2L1h2Rq¯ it2eR2R1h˜ 2d¯,R˜ 2L1g1Lq¯ cit2,S1L
1g1
Ru¯ ceS1
R1g˜ 1d¯ ceS˜ 1
R1g3q¯ cit2tW,S31h1
Lq¯gm,U1m
L
1h1
Rd¯gmeU1m
R 1h˜ 1u¯gmeU˜ 1m
R 1h3q¯gmtW,U3m
1g2
Ld¯ cgm,V2m
L 1g2
Rq¯ cgmeV2m
R 1g˜ 2u¯ cgm,V˜ 2m
L 1H.c.,
~36!
where q and l and the left-handed quark and lepton doublets
and u, d, and e are the right-handed singlets. Since we are
interested in the implications for QW(p), we only consider
first generation LQs. The first two rows in Eq. ~36! involve
scalar LQs, while the others involve vector types. The LQs in
the first and third rows have fermion number F53B1L
50, while the others have F522. The indices refer to their
isospin representation.
A recent global analysis of scalar LQ constraints from EW
data is given in Ref. @84#. Here, we extend this analysis to
include vector LQ interactions. We also update it by includ-
ing the new QW(Cs) in Eq. ~3!, hadronic production cross
sections at LEP 2 up to 207 GeV @70#, and the analysis of
nuclear b decay given in Ref. @85#. We only consider one LQTABLE I. Possible impact of LQ interactions on QW(p). The left-hand side shows scalar and the right-
hand side vector LQ species. The columns denote consistency which gives the fractions of the distribution of
operator coefficients having the same sign as implied by the LQ model. The final columns give the fractional
shifts in QW(p) allowed by the data. In more statistical terms, consistency is the result of a hypothesis test,
while the shifts in QW(p) reflect parameter estimations that are irrespective of the outcome of the hypothesis
test.
LQ Consistency DQW(p)/QW(p) LQ Consistency DQW(p)/QW(p)
S1
L 0.57 9% U1mL 0.26 28%
S1
R 0.01 26% U1mR 0.56 6%
S˜ 1
R 0.44 26% U˜ 1mR 0.99 25%
S3 0.76 10% U3m 0.31 24%
R2
L 0.44 213% V2m
L 0.87 9%
R2
R 0.89 15% V2mR 0.11 27%
R˜ 2
L 0.13 24% V˜ 2m
L 0.56 14%6-9
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tency ~shown in Table I! of the result with the sign predicted
by a given LQ model. The latter is the probability, condi-
tional on the data, that the coefficient has the same sign as
implied by the model. For example, the data favor the pres-
ence of U˜ 1m
R
, while S1
R is virtually excluded. Assuming a
given LQ model, we then determine the 95% C.L. upper
limit on QW(p). Note that this involves a renormalization to
the physical parameter space of the model. We observe that
the LQ model most favored by the data is U˜ 1mR for which
shifts in QW(p) as large as 25% are allowed. Since the im-
pact of LQs on QW(e) is loop suppressed, one would not
expect it to deviate significantly from the SM prediction.
Thus, if one observes a large effect in QW(p), QW(e) would
serve as a diagnostic tool to distinguish LQ effects from
SUSY.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Precise measurements of relatively low energy EW ob-
servables continue to play an important part in the search for
physics beyond the SM. When taken in the proper context,
such studies can provide unique clues about the nature of the
EW symmetry breaking, grand unification, etc. We have
shown that the weak charge of the proton constitutes a theo-
retically clean probe of new physics. Presently uncalculable,
non-perturbative QCD effects are either sufficiently small or016006can be constrained by the current program of parity violation
measurements so as to render QW(p) free from potentially
worrisome nucleon structure uncertainties. Within the SM, a
4% determination of QW(p)—as planned at JLab—would
yield a 9s determination of the running of the weak mixing
angle. Looking beyond the SM, a measurement at this level
would provide an effective diagnostic tool for new physics,
particularly when considered in tandem with complementary
precision low energy studies, such as the SLAC PV Moller
scattering experiment, cesium APV, am , b decay, and others.
Should future experimental developments make an even
more precise QW(p) measurement possible, the physics im-
pact would be correspondingly more powerful. Given its the-
oretical interpretability, pursuing such experimental develop-
ments appear to be well worth the effort.
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